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Abstract: Acquired imagery by unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) has been widely used for
three-dimensional (3D) reconstruction/modeling in various digital agriculture applications, such as
phenotyping, crop monitoring, and yield prediction. 3D reconstruction from well-textured UAV-based
images has matured and the user community has access to several commercial and opensource
tools that provide accurate products at a high level of automation. However, in some applications,
such as digital agriculture, due to repetitive image patterns, these approaches are not always
able to produce reliable/complete products. The main limitation of these techniques is their
inability to establish a sufficient number of correctly matched features among overlapping images,
causing incomplete and/or inaccurate 3D reconstruction. This paper provides two structure from
motion (SfM) strategies, which use trajectory information provided by an onboard survey-grade
global navigation satellite system/inertial navigation system (GNSS/INS) and system calibration
parameters. The main difference between the proposed strategies is that the first one—denoted
as partially GNSS/INS-assisted SfM—implements the four stages of an automated triangulation
procedure, namely, imaging matching, relative orientation parameters (ROPs) estimation, exterior
orientation parameters (EOPs) recovery, and bundle adjustment (BA). The second strategy— denoted
as fully GNSS/INS-assisted SfM—removes the EOPs estimation step while introducing a random
sample consensus (RANSAC)-based strategy for removing matching outliers before the BA stage.
Both strategies modify the image matching by restricting the search space for conjugate points.
They also implement a linear procedure for ROPs’ refinement. Finally, they use the GNSS/INS
information in modified collinearity equations for a simpler BA procedure that could be used for
refining system calibration parameters. Eight datasets over six agricultural fields are used to evaluate
the performance of the developed strategies. In comparison with a traditional SfM framework and
Pix4D Mapper Pro, the proposed strategies are able to generate denser and more accurate 3D point
clouds as well as orthophotos without any gaps.

Keywords: structure from motion; automatic aerial triangulation; unmanned aerial vehicles;
GNSS/INS-assisted mapping; image matching; epipolar geometry

1. Introduction

Feeding the growing population will be one of the most challenging tasks for agriculture in the
near future [1]. Moreover, food security is increasingly threatened by several factors, such as food
waste, climate change, and plant disease [2]. In fact, there is a need to increase the food production
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by more than 50% before 2050 in order to feed roughly 10 billion people, almost 3 billion more than
the current population [3]. Digital agriculture, also known as smart farming, aims at increasing food
production by enhancing decision making through the analysis of digitally collected data and/or
information over agricultural fields [4]. In this regard, remotely sensed data acquired by satellite [5],
manned aircraft [6], and, most recently, unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) [7] platforms, are among the
most popular digital data sources that are starting to replace many of the traditional in-field manual
trait measurements [8]. The easier deployment and possibility of equipping UAVs with a variety of
advanced imaging sensors, along with their capability to collect high temporal and spatial resolution
data have increased the use of UAVs for digital agriculture, in applications such as phenotyping [9–13],
crop monitoring [14–17], and yield estimation/prediction [18–20]. For most of these applications,
accurate georeferenced three-dimensional (3D) point clouds and orthophotos are the main products
required for various plant trait measurements, such as canopy cover [21], plant height [22], and plant
count [23,24].

Structure from motion (SfM), a photogrammetric and computer vision framework, has been widely
employed for 3D reconstruction from UAV-based imagery. In most state-of-the-art SfM-based mapping
strategies, the final 3D model is reconstructed through four main steps, namely, image matching, relative
orientation parameters (ROPs) estimation, exterior orientation parameters (EOPs) recovery, and bundle
adjustment (BA). First, using feature extraction algorithms such as scale invariant feature transform
(SIFT) [25] or speeded-up robust features (SURF) [26], local features are detected, characterized through
descriptors, and matched among overlapping images. In the next step, using the essential matrix
and epipolar geometry, ROPs between stereo images are estimated using identified conjugate points.
It should be noted that, due to illumination differences, view-point change, and/or repetitive patterns
in the images, there are always outliers among the initial corresponding features. As the quality of
derived ROPs depends heavily on the correctness of the matched points, the ROP estimation step is
usually augmented with an outlier removal strategy, such as the random sample consensus (RANSAC)
procedure [27]. Once the ROPs are recovered, in the third step, a local coordinate system is defined
and EOPs of the involved imagery as well as 3D coordinates of the matched features are estimated.
Finally, a bundle adjustment procedure is conducted to refine the derived EOPs and coordinates of
object points.

The reconstructed 3D model can be georeferenced using either ground control points (GCPs) or
trajectory information provided by a survey-grade global navigation satellite system/inertial navigation
system (GNSS/INS) unit onboard the UAV. The former, known as indirect georeferencing, is the
traditional way of georeferencing and is used in most state-of-the-art SfM frameworks, while the latter,
known as direct georeferencing, or more specifically, integrated sensor orientation (ISO), is still an
active area of research. System calibration of UAV-based, GNSS/INS-assisted imaging systems is a
vital step for delivering accurately georeferenced products through direct georeferencing. Such system
calibration considers both spatial and temporal aspects. Spatial system calibration parameters include
internal characteristics of the onboard camera(s), known as interior orientation parameters (IOPs),
as well as mounting parameters which describe the differences in the position and orientation between
the GNSS/INS body frame and camera(s) frame [28–30]. On the other hand, temporal system calibration
aims at solving and correcting for any possible time delay in the synchronization between the GNSS/INS
unit and the camera(s) onboard the UAV system [31,32].

Currently, a wide range of commercial—e.g., Pix4D Mapper Pro, PhotoScan, and DroneDeploy—
and opensource tools—e.g., OpenDroneMap, Regard3D, Meshroom, and COLMAP— have automated
the SfM process. Furthermore, several studies proposed transparent techniques for image-based 3D
reconstruction [33–35]. However, the majority of these approaches exhibit poor performance in some
applications, such as digital agriculture, coastal monitoring, and urban area mapping due to poor
and/or repetitive patterns in the acquired imagery. These repetitive patterns are mainly caused by crop
nature and mechanized planting in agricultural fields (see Figure 1). This fact highlights the need
for developing a robust and transparent automated aerial triangulation framework for UAV-based
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mapping, which is capable of handling images with challenging texture conditions, especially those
over mechanized agricultural fields.

This paper presents new SfM strategies for aerial triangulation of UAV-based imagery to overcome
the above-mentioned limitations of existing approaches by fully exploiting the information provided
by the onboard GNSS/INS unit. More specifically, the presented strategies aim at mitigating the impact
of repetitive texture pattern on image-based 3D reconstruction using the GNSS/INS trajectory. In the
proposed approaches, using system calibration parameters and GNSS/INS information, the four steps
of the traditional SfM framework are modified as follows:

• Image matching: Rather than conducting a traditional exhaustive search among the feature
descriptors within the images of a stereo-pair, GNSS/INS information is used to reduce the search
space. This can mitigate some of the matching ambiguity problems caused by repetitive patterns.

• Relative orientation parameter estimation: GNSS/INS-based ROPs are used as initial values in an
iterative ROP estimation and outlier removal procedure.

• Exterior orientation parameter recovery: For this step, two strategies, denoted as partially
GNSS/INS-assisted SfM and fully GNSS/INS-assisted SfM, are employed. The first strategy
implements a traditional incremental EOP recovery, which derives the image EOPs in a local
coordinate system while removing matching outliers. In the second strategy, however, as the
georeferencing parameters can be directly derived from the GNSS/INS information, the EOP
recovery step is removed from the SfM framework.

• Bundle adjustment: A GNSS/INS-assisted bundle adjustment is conducted to refine the derived
object points, camera position and orientation parameters, and/or system calibration parameters.
Also, in the fully GNSS/INS-assisted SfM framework, the bundle adjustment step is augmented
with a preceding RANSAC strategy for removing matching outliers that were not detected through
prior steps.
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Figure 1. A sample image from a mechanized agricultural filed. The similarity between plants
along/across the rows causes repetitive patterns in the captured images.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 focuses on related works, Section 3 describes
the UAV-based imaging system and data used in this study, Section 4 introduces the proposed SfM
frameworks, Section 5 presents the experimental results, and finally, Section 6 provides conclusions
and recommendations for future work.

2. Related Works

In this section, a literature review of existing research efforts towards automated aerial triangulation
is given. More specifically, the image matching strategies along with feature detection/characterization
algorithms are first introduced, then, various approaches for ROP estimation are reviewed, and lastly,
two strategies for exterior orientation recovery—incremental and global—are discussed. As the various
bundle adjustment techniques have been sufficiently reviewed in previous studies [33,36], this step is
not discussed further.
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2.1. Image Matching

The first and foremost processing step in SfM is the identification of features in individual images.
Extracted features are then matched in overlapping images. The most popular strategy follows a
detect-and-describe framework that identifies a set of interest points, and generates descriptors based
on local regions around the extracted interest points. Traditional feature detector and descriptor
approaches—such as features from accelerated segment test (FAST) [37], SIFT [25], and SURF [26]—have
been thoroughly evaluated [38–40]. Recently, with the rapid development of deep learning strategies,
various convolutional neural network-based approaches are proposed to conduct interest point
detection and descriptor learning [41–43]. Among the above-mentioned approaches, SIFT is still
the most widely-used feature detection and characterization algorithm since it is invariant against
several factors, such as scaling, rotation, and illumination changes. Recently, graphics processing units
(GPUs) have been adopted in the implementation of SIFT-based algorithms [44,45] to improve the
computational efficiency. The original implementation of the SIFT algorithm extracts a large collection
of features and generates 128-dimensional feature descriptors. Then, for a given feature, p1, extracted
in the left image, its conjugate feature in the right image is identified in three steps: (1) the L2 distances
between descriptors of p1 and all candidate features in the right image are computed, (2) if the ratio
between the closest and second closest distances is smaller than a given threshold (e.g., 0.8), the feature
with closest distance, p2, is accepted as a conjugate feature, and (3) steps 1 and 2 are used to identify
the conjugate feature for p2 from potential matching features in the left image, wherein the pair (p1, p2)

is considered to be valid if left-to-right and right-to-left matchings are consistent.

2.2. Estimation of Relative Orientation Parameters

Once initial matches among overlapping images are derived, ROPs that describe the relative
rotational and translational relationship (R,

→
r ) between the images of a stereo-pair are estimated.

The involved parameters in ROP recovery consist of three rotation angles and two translation
parameters [46], since the translational relationship between two images can only be estimated up to
an arbitrary scale due to the lack of knowledge about dimensions in the actual scene. The fundamental
mathematical model for ROP recovery is the co-planarity constraint [47], which enforces the fact
that two light rays connecting the perspective centers of the imaging sensor, object point, and the
respective image points should lie on the same plane. The coplanarity constraint is mathematically
introduced in Equation (1), where two conjugate image points corresponding to a given object point
are denoted as p1 and p2 and the cross-product operation is denoted as “×”. Since one is dealing with a
non-linear model in the involved unknowns, an iterative least-squares adjustment procedure should
be used starting from approximate values of the unknowns. Under certain circumstances, coming up
with meaningful approximate values could be quite challenging. To relax this requirement, several
closed-form solutions, which are linear, have been developed for ROP recovery. These approaches are
based on the essential matrix introduced by the computer vision community [46], while assuming that
the cameras are calibrated. The essential matrix, E, is a 3 × 3 matrix, that relates corresponding points
in a stereo-pair, as expressed by Equation (2). The essential matrix is represented by the rotation matrix,
R, and translation vector,

→
r , as in Equation (2), where r̂ is a skew-symmetric matrix corresponding to

→
r , which is used to replace the cross product by a matrix-vector product. The nine elements of the
essential matrix must satisfy four constraints, which are defined as follows:

1. The elements of the essential matrix can be only determined up to a scale,
2. The essential matrix should have a rank of two, thus the determinant of the matrix should be

zero, and
3. Two trace constraints [46], as presented in Equation (3), should be satisfied.

p1·(
→
r ×Rp2) = 0; (1)

pT
1 Ep2 = 0, where E = r̂R; (2)
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EETE−
1
2

trace
(
EET

)
E = 0. (3)

Motivated by the essential matrix, Longuet-Higgins [47] proposed a simple eight-point algorithm
for relative orientation estimation by solving a set of linear equations without the need for prior
information. This approach will fail under certain ‘degenerate’ eight-point configurations, such as
more than four points lying on a straight line, or more than seven points lying on a plane. Besides
the ‘degenerate’ point configuration issue, the eight-point algorithm is extremely susceptible to noise.
Hartley [48] examined the eight-point algorithm and confirmed that the bad performance can be traced
to implementations that do not take numerical considerations into account when solving the linear
equations. Hartley proved that the performance can be significantly improved by adopting a simple
normalization (translation and scaling) of the coordinates of the matched points. Hartley also validated,
through thousands of experiments, that the modified eight-point algorithm can achieve similar results
when compared to complicated iterative algorithms [49,50]. However, these eight-point algorithms
do not consider the inherent constraints when solving for the elements of the essential matrix. Thus,
the eight-point algorithms are mainly suited for non-calibrated cameras.

Given that the essential matrix has five degrees of freedom, five-point algorithms have been
proposed. Among various five-point algorithms, the one developed by Nistér [51] has the best
efficiency. Such an algorithm is based on computing the coefficients of a tenth-degree polynomial and
sequentially finding its roots with the help of Gauss–Jordan elimination. Nistér also stated that this
five-point algorithm should be used in conjunction with a RANSAC strategy to remove matching
outliers. Based on Nistér’s five-point algorithm, Li and Hartley [52] proposed a simpler version for
ROP estimation. By adopting a hidden variable resultant technique [53], their new five-point algorithm
eliminated many unknowns at once instead of the traditional sequential elimination.

In some specific cases, prior information related to the trajectory position and/or orientation of the
system is available. Several approaches take this information into consideration for specific applications.
For example, He and Habib [54] developed a three-point closed-form solution for automated motion
parameter estimation of a multi-camera indoor mapping system while considering a planimetric
translation and single rotation around the vertical axis, thus leading to three independent parameters
being estimated (i.e., one rotation angle and two translation parameters). In their work, He and Habib
used the known spatial distance between the elements of the multi-camera system to estimate the
absolute planimetric translation. Ortin and Montiel [55] proposed a two-point algorithm for indoor
robot motion under the same assumption as the three-point approach proposed by He and Habib [54].
However, only two parameters were estimated since the translation relation can only be determined up
to a scale. Scaramuzza et al. [56] proved that by exploiting the nonholonomic constraints of a wheeled
vehicle, it is possible to parameterize the motion with only one feature correspondence. Similarly,
Hoang et al. [57] proposed a one-point algorithm for planar motion estimation using a monocular
omnidirectional camera based on an extended Kalman filter.

With regard to UAV applications, He and Habib [58] presented two strategies for reliable
estimation of ROPs in the presence of a high percentage of outliers. Assuming that the UAV platform
is moving at a constant flying height while maintaining the camera in a nadir-looking orientation,
a two-point closed-form solution is derived as the first strategy. The two-point solution can deal with
stereo pairs that have any heading angle and planimetric translation. However, it cannot tolerate
significant variations in the tilt angles as well as flying height differences between the stereo images.
The proposed two-point solution was integrated within a RANSAC framework to remove matching
outliers. The second strategy, which is denoted as the iterative five-point algorithm, starts from
prior information regarding the flight trajectory to define a linearized model to estimate a refined
set of ROPs. More specifically, the co-planarity model is simplified to a linear equation involving
the corrections to the approximate values for the ROPs as well as the image coordinates of conjugate
point pairs. The corrections are then used to refine the approximate ROPs. This process is iteratively
executed while removing potential outliers until a convergence criterion is achieved. Based on these
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two strategies, He et al. [33] proposed a framework for automated aerial triangulation using UAV
images. In the ROP recovery step of their proposed work, a hybrid strategy, which integrates both the
two-point and iterative five-point algorithms, was used. In such a strategy, the two-point approach
is first conducted to provide initial ROP estimates, then, the derived parameters are further refined
through the implementation of the iterative five-point approach.

2.3. Estimation of Exterior Orientation Parameters

EOP recovery deals with the estimation of the camera position/orientation for all the images
in the block relative to a single, arbitrary reference frame. The initial recovery of EOPs for the
involved images within the established stereo-pairs is achieved through either incremental or global
strategy. The incremental strategy normally starts from a stereo-pair to define the datum, and then
estimate the EOPs for the remaining images relative to that datum through an augmentation process.
For example, Snavely et al. [59] reconstructed 3D models from internet image datasets using an
incremental strategy. A single pair of images with a large number of matches as well as large baseline
was first chosen to define the datum. Then, other images were added to the model one by one where
their EOPs were estimated using 3D points that have been reconstructed earlier. The reconstruction
quality of this approach heavily depends on the selection of the first image pair and the order of
adding the remaining images. In order to solve this problem, Dunn and Frahm [60] developed a
hierarchical uncertainty-driven model to sequentially find the best image to add to the sets of images
that have been referenced relative to the datum. This procedure results in maximum reduction of
the model’s 3D uncertainty. Another strategy to estimate the EOPs for each augmented image is
through single rotation averaging followed by translation averaging. A least-squares approach that
estimates the nine unknown elements of the rotation matrix can be derived through single rotation
averaging [61]. An alternative linear solution for the single rotation averaging could be achieved
through quaternions [62]. However, both of these approaches fail to consider the inherent constraints
within a rotation (i.e., the orthogonality constraints for a rotation matrix and the unit length constraint
for a quaternion rotation). He et al. [33] proposed a new quaternion-based approach while enforcing
the unit length constraint for the quaternion rotation. In terms of estimating positional components,
He et al. [33] proposed two different closed-form solutions to handle images captured either in a block
or a linear trajectory configuration. As an alternative to sequentially adding one image at a time to
the referenced images, there are some incremental approaches [63,64] that hierarchically reconstruct
different sub-models and then merge them into the final model. In general, the main drawback
of incremental algorithms is significant drifting errors when dealing with large image blocks [65].
Adopting a frequent, intermediate bundle adjustment routine can help reduce drifting errors but will
create a computational bottleneck.

Unlike the incremental strategy, global approaches estimate EOPs of all images simultaneously
and have better performance in terms of efficiency and accuracy. Global approaches are usually
conducted in two steps to sequentially solve for the camera rotations and positions. First, a multiple
rotation averaging algorithm is used to estimate the rotations of all images. Then, with the help of
estimated rotations, global translation averaging is used to estimate positional components of the
EOPs. More specifically, given a set of relative rotations, Ri

j, between the coordinate frames of images
i and j, multiple rotation averaging aims at finding the optimum global rotation estimates for all

involved images (e.g., Rglobal
i , Rglobal

j ) while minimizing the difference between Ri
j and

(
Rglobal

i

)T
Rglobal

j
according to a prespecified metric. The difference metrics include geodesic, quaternion, and chordal [61].
Govindu [66] suggested a quaternion averaging strategy for multiple rotations while assuming a
uniform, Gaussian distribution for the rotation error. Thus, the rotation averaging problem can
be solved using a maximum likelihood estimation strategy. More specifically, a closed-form linear
least-squares solution was derived using singular value decomposition (SVD). Martinec and Pajdla [62]
introduced a rotation averaging strategy using the chordal metric and compared their approach with
the linear quaternion approach. Similar to linear quaternion averaging, the obtained rotation result
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from Martinec and Pajdla [62] does not satisfy the orthogonality constraints of a rotation matrix.
Instead of using Euler angles or quaternions, recent research efforts, which are based on Lie-algebra
representations and robust L1 optimization, have demonstrated better performance when solving
the multiple rotation averaging problem [67]. Considering that the aforementioned approaches are
complex to implement, He et al. [33] proposed a simple global rotation averaging algorithm by
converting the mathematical relationship among Rglobal

j , Rglobal
i , and Ri

j (i.e., Rglobal
j = Rglobal

i Ri
j) into a

linear model while ignoring the inherent orthogonality constraints. Assuming that there are m available
stereo-pairs within a set of n overlapping images, a system of 9m equations in 9n unknown parameters
(i.e., nine elements within each unknown rotation matrix) can be established. A closed-from solution
can be derived through SVD.

Translation averaging evaluates camera positions, typically with their rotation parameters
estimated beforehand. It is impossible to determine the absolute camera positions from ROPs or
essential matrix as the translation vectors among different image-pairs are only determined up to an
arbitrary scale. Existing research efforts for global translation estimation include linear approaches
which are mainly based on consistency constraints among different translation vectors relating stereo
images within a block [66]. However, such approaches cannot deal with images captured along a
linear-trajectory configuration. Different from Reference [66], Sinha et al. [68] determined the global
translations through stereo-based registration with the help of 3D points reconstructed in all possible
stereo-pairs. Arie-Nachimson et al. [69] introduced another solution for global translation estimation
while using a novel decomposition of the essential matrix. However, this solution still suffers from the
degeneracy caused by linear trajectory configuration. In order to resolve such degeneracy, Cui et al. [70]
utilized corresponding image points, which are derived through a feature tracking process, to establish
a common scale for all the translation parameters. Similarly, He et al. [33] proposed a linear model
which could be solved by SVD while considering both ROPs and involved matched tracked points.
Despite its advantages in terms of efficiency and accuracy, global SfM approaches are fragile and
sensitive to the noise level caused by poor ROP estimation arising from matching outliers. Thus,
incremental SfM is still the most commonly used strategy in existing commercial software packages.

3. Data Acquisition System Specifications and Configurations of Case Studies

In this section, we introduce the platform and imaging system used in this research, including
sensor specifications and system calibration strategy. Then, the acquired datasets are described in
terms of flight configuration and the corresponding availability of ground control information for
accuracy evaluation of derived products.

3.1. Data Acquisition System

In order to validate the feasibility of the proposed research, a custom-built, UAV-based mobile
mapping system is employed for data acquisition over agricultural fields. This system consists
of a Dà-Jiāng Innovations (DJI) Matrice 600 Pro (M600P) carrying a Sony α7R III (ILCE-7RM3)
Red-Green-Blue (RGB) camera, a Velodyne Puck Lite LiDAR sensor, and Trimble APX-15 UAV v3
GNSS/INS unit (shown in Figure 2a). LiDAR data is only utilized for the evaluation of image-based
reconstruction quality in the absence of GCPs. The APX-15 unit provides direct georeferencing
information—i.e., the position and orientation of the inertial measurement unit (IMU) body frame at
200 HZ. After post-processing of the GNSS/INS data, the expected positional accuracy is around 2 to
5 cm, and the accuracy for pitch/roll and heading is 0.025◦ and 0.08◦, respectively. The Sony α7R III
camera is a 42 megapixel (MP) camera with a 7952 × 5304 complementary metal oxide semiconductor
(CMOS) array, 4.5µm pixel size, and a lens with 35 mm nominal focal length. The internal characteristics
of the camera are estimated using the United States Geological Survey (USGS) simultaneous multi-frame
analytical calibration (SMAC) distortion model, in a calibration procedure similar to the one proposed in
Reference [71]. In this study, estimated IOPs include the principal distance c, principal point coordinates(
xp, yp

)
, and four radial and de-centering lens distortion parameters (K1, K2, P1, P2). The camera is
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triggered at a frame interval of 1.5 s, using an Arduino Micro development board. Each image is also
time-tagged using a direct feedback synchronization approach, where the camera flash hot-shoe is
utilized to generate a signal at the time of camera exposure. This camera feedback signal is sent to the
GNSS/INS unit and a corresponding event marker is recorded in the GNSS/INS trajectory.

As mentioned earlier, system calibration is a key step towards achieving accurately georeferenced
products from GNSS/INS-assisted mobile mapping systems. In this research, the mounting parameters,
defined by the boresight angles and lever arm components, between the GNSS/INS unit and other
onboard sensors (i.e., LiDAR and RGB/hyperspectral cameras) are rigorously determined using the
calibration strategy introduced in References [28,29]. In this strategy, the mounting parameters are
simultaneously estimated through minimizing the discrepancies among linear/planar features and
conjugate points extracted from LiDAR point clouds and images from different flight lines. Also,
similar to the approach proposed in Reference [31], a time offset calibration is done to solve and correct
for any possible time delay between the actual camera exposure and recorded event marker by the
GNSS/INS unit. This approach modifies the collinearity equations so that the time delay can be directly
estimated in the bundle adjustment process. The positional accuracy of the image/LiDAR-based
products using this as well as similar systems have been extensively investigated through several
studies [29,33,72,73].
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Figure 2. The unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV)-based mobile mapping system used in this study: (a) the
sensors mounted on the UAV and (b) the orientation of the global navigation satellite system/inertial
navigation system (GNSS/INS) body frame (yellow), laser unit frame (green), and RGB camera frame
(red) coordinate systems.

3.2. Dataset Description

In this study, eight datasets collected over six agricultural fields are used to evaluate the
performance of the proposed approaches. These agricultural fields are used for seed breeding trials and
involve different crops and plots with different sizes, planting densities, and genotypes. The datasets
were acquired during the summer of 2019 as a part of the Purdue’s Transportation Energy Resources
from Renewable Agriculture (TERRA) project. All the data collection sites are located in Indiana, USA.
As shown in Figure 3, the six sites are as follows: two agricultural fields at Purdue’s Agronomy Center
for Research and Education (ACRE), denoted as ACRE-42 and ACRE-21C, one at Romney, one at
Windfall, and two fields at Atlanta, denoted as Atlanta-1 and Atlanta-2. For all the conducted flight
missions, the DJI GS Pro mission planning software was used for autonomous flight path programming.
Flight configurations and crop types for the different datasets are summarized in Table 1.
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Table 1. Flight configurations and crop designation for the different datasets.

Acquisition
Date Field Crop

Flying
Height

(m)

Ground
Speed
(m/s)

Lateral
Distance 1

(m)

GSD 2

(cm)

Overlap/
Side-Lap

(%)

# 3 of
Images

20190810 ACRE-42 Sorghum 47 5.0 13.0 0.76 80/78 562
20190905 ACRE-42 Sorghum 47 5.0 13.0 0.76 80/78 555
20190823 ACRE-21C Popcorn 47 5.0 8.5 0.76 80-85 215
20190904 ACRE-21C Popcorn 44 4.1 9.0 0.71 84/84 217
20190724 Romney Popcorn 45 6.0 14.0 0.72 76/76 846
20190718 Windfall Maize 45 6.5 14.0 0.72 75/76 414
20190802 Atlanta 1 Maize 45 5.5 13.0 0.72 78/77 254

20190802 Atlanta 2 Maize
Soybeans 45 5.5 13.0 0.72 78/77 355

1 Lateral distance between neighboring flight lines. 2 Ground sampling distance. 3 Number.

A total of eight and sixteen checkerboard targets, used as check points, were deployed at the
perimeter of ACRE-21C and ACRE-42 fields, respectively. Figure 4 shows aerial views of these two
fields with enhanced representation of the checkerboard targets. The ground coordinates of these
checkerboard targets were surveyed through the real-time kinematic (RTK) technique using a Trimble
R10 GNSS receiver, with an advertised horizontal accuracy of 8 mm + 1 ppm, and vertical accuracy
of 15 mm + 1 ppm, where the term “ppm” stands for parts per million of the distance between the
rover receiver and the GNSS base-station. In the employed survey with a 6 km baseline, the expected
horizontal and vertical accuracy from the R10 is in the range of 2 to 3 cm and 3 to 4 cm, respectively.
The checkerboard targets were then identified in the images to assess the 3D reconstruction accuracy.
There were no checkerboard targets available for the remaining four study sites. It should be noted that
in comparison with ACRE-42 and ACRE-21C test fields, the Romney, Windfall, Atlanta-1, and Atlanta-2
experimental fields include plots with larger size, higher planting density, and more similar genotypes.
This fact induces more challenging texture conditions for images captured over those fields. Figure 5
shows some sample images captured by the Sony α7R III camera over the six agricultural test fields.
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Figure 5. Sample images from: (a) ACRE-21C, (b) ACRE-42, (c) Romney, (d) Windfall, (e) Atlanta-1,
and (f) Atlanta-2 (repetitive patterns are more pronounced in c, d, e, and f).

4. Methodology

In this section, the proposed framework, which takes advantage of the available GNSS/INS
trajectory to facilitate the 3D reconstruction process, is introduced. In order to improve the image-based
3D reconstruction, the proposed framework uses the GNSS/INS trajectory in the image matching,
ROP estimation, and bundle adjustment steps of the SfM framework. Figure 6 illustrates the workflow
of the proposed approaches. The first block in Figure 6 corresponds to stereo image matching. Here,
the SIFT algorithm is first applied on all images to detect and extract local features along with their
descriptors. Then, in order to mitigate the matching ambiguity caused by similar feature descriptors,
trajectory information is used to reduce the search space for the identification of conjugate features.
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The second block deals with ROP estimation wherein the relative orientation parameters for the
different stereo-pairs are initially derived using the GNSS/INS trajectory and system calibration
parameters. These ROPs are then refined through the adoption of the iterative five-point approach,
where matching outliers are detected and removed. Once the ROPs of the stereo-pairs are derived and
some of the matching outliers are removed, in the next step, two strategies are introduced, denoted as
partially GNSS/INS-assisted SfM and fully GNSS/INS-assisted SfM. In the partially GNSS/INS-assisted
SfM, a traditional incremental approach is implemented to derive the image EOPs and remove more
matching outliers, followed by a GNSS/INS-assisted bundle adjustment. In the fully GNSS/INS-assisted
SfM, inspired by the fact that EOPs are already available from the GNSS/INS trajectory, first, a RANSAC
strategy for further removal of matching outliers is applied, and then, a GNSS/INS-assisted bundle
adjustment is conducted to simultaneously refine the GNSS/INS trajectory, 3D coordinates of matched
points, and/or system calibration parameters. As described above, the partially GNSS/INS-assisted
SfM has a four-step framework, while the fully GNSS/INS-assisted SfM is conducted in three main
steps. In the remainder of this section, the proposed strategies for image matching, ROP estimation,
and bundle adjustment steps are discussed in detail. Details of the implemented EOP recovery step
can be found in Reference [33].

4.1. Stereo Image Matching

In the first step of the proposed SfM framework, the SIFT detector and descriptor algorithm
is applied on the entire image network. The traditional matching strategy finds conjugate points
between two overlapping images, hereafter denoted as left and right images, by comparing each
feature descriptor in the left image with all feature descriptors in the right images. This process is
depicted in Figure 7. More specifically, given a feature descriptor in the left image, its Euclidian
distances to descriptors for all the features in the right image are computed, and if the nearest
distance is significantly less than the second nearest distance, a matching hypothesis is established.
Finally, as described in Section 2.1, a left-to-right and right-to-left consistency check is applied to
remove potential outliers from the identified matches. As mentioned earlier, in some applications,
such as digital agriculture, repetitive patterns in the imagery cause very high similarity between the
feature descriptors, thus resulting in fewer matches and/or matches with a high percentage of outliers.
To overcome this deficiency, the proposed matching strategy exploits the GNSS/INS trajectory and
ground elevation information, with the latter derived from the mission planning parameters, to reduce
the search space for potential matches.

In this study, the positional component of the GNSS/INS trajectory is used for defining the
candidate stereo-pairs for image matching and ROP estimation. More specifically, given an image,
its K nearest images are selected as its candidate pairs, where the value of K is selected according to the
a-priori-known percentage of overlap and side-lap between the images. For each candidate stereo-pair,
feature matching is conducted in a forward-backward projection strategy. In this regard, based on the
well-known collinearity equations while using the available camera IOPs, trajectory-derived EOPs,
and an approximate ground elevation, each feature in the left image is first projected to the object
space, and then back-projected onto the right image. Therefore, given a feature in the left image,
an approximate location of its conjugate point in the right image is estimated, as illustrated in Figure 8a.
The predicted point in the right image is then used to define a search window with a user-defined size,
as shown in red on the right image in Figure 8b. The search window size can be determined according
to the accuracy of the trajectory information and approximate ground elevation as well as GSD of
the imagery. In the next step, the search space for potential matches (and consequently matching
ambiguity) is further reduced through deriving an epipolar line, shown in green in Figure 8b, in the
right image for each feature in the left image using the GNSS/INS trajectory. Then, among all SIFT
features in the right image, only those which are located inside the search window as well as inside
a buffer (shown in blue in Figure 8b) around the epipolar line are considered as potential conjugate
features. It is worth mentioning that although the matching search space is reduced in the proposed
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algorithm, conducting the forward-backward projection strategy for each extracted feature could make
the proposed algorithm more computationally expensive than the traditional matching approach.
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Figure 7. Traditional matching strategy: descriptor similarity evaluation is conducted between the
selected left feature and all right features.
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In the next step, similar to traditional matching strategies, a similarity evaluation based on
the Euclidean distances between each left feature descriptor and their potential conjugate features
descriptor in the right image is conducted to establish the matching hypothesis. It should be noted
that the matching process for a selected feature in the left image is considered successful only when
the ratio between the distance to the closest descriptor (d1) and the distance to the second closest
descriptor (d2) is smaller than a predefined threshold (i.e., d1/d2 < δ). Finally, a left-to-right and
right-to-left consistency check is conducted for an initial removal of obvious matching outliers. Figure 9
shows sample matching results from the traditional and proposed matching strategies. As expected,
the proposed approach leads to more matches when compared to the traditional strategy. Moreover,
those matches seem to have less percentage of outliers.
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Figure 9. Sample matching results superimposed on a stereo pair from Atlanta-1 dataset: (a) traditional
matching with 83 matches and (b) proposed strategy with 268 matches.

4.2. Automated Relative Orientation

Accurate estimation of ROPs is a prerequisite for image-based 3D reconstruction. Considering
an arbitrary scale for a stereo-pair, ROPs consist of five parameters, including three rotation angles
and two components of the translation vector between two camera stations. As mentioned earlier,
the two major strategies to estimate ROPs include non-linear and closed-form approaches. Although
non-linear solutions have been shown to be more robust against matching outliers [46], they are not
widely used due to their requirement for good initial values for the unknowns [46]. To overcome this
issue, this study exploits information from the GNSS/INS trajectory to derive initial estimates of the
translation and rotation parameters relating two images, as shown in Figure 10.
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To do so, we first assume that the left and right images were captured at times t1 and t2, respectively.
Then, image EOPs—denoted by rm

c(t1)
and rm

c(t2)
as the position vectors and Rm

c(t1)
and Rm

c(t2)
as rotation

matrices—are derived through Equations (4a)–(4d). These EOPs are finally used to compute the ROPs
between the images in question, as in Equations (5a) and (5b).

rm
c(t1)

= rm
b(t1)

+ Rm
b(t1)

rb
c (4a)

Rm
c(t1)

= Rm
b(t1)

Rb
c (4b)

rm
c(t2)

= rm
b(t2)

+ Rm
b(t2)

rb
c (4c)

Rm
c(t2)

= Rm
b(t2)

Rb
c (4d)

where:
rm

b(ti)
is the position of GNSS/INS body frame relative to the mapping reference frame at time ti,

as derived from the GNSS/INS integration process;
Rm

b(ti)
is the rotation matrix from the GNSS/INS body frame to the mapping reference frame at

time ti, as derived from the GNSS/INS integration process;
rb

c is the lever arm from the GNSS/INS body frame to camera coordinate system;
Rb

c is the rotation (boresight) matrix relating the camera to GNSS/INS body frame
coordinate systems;

rm
c(ti)

is the position of the camera coordinate system relative to the mapping frame coordinate
systems at time ti, and

Rm
c(ti)

is the rotation matrix from the camera frame to the mapping reference frame at time ti.

rc(t1)

c(t2)
=

(
Rm

c(t1)

)T(
rm

c(t2)
− rm

c(t1)

)
(5a)

Rc(t1)

c(t2)
=

(
Rm

c(t1)

)T
Rm

c(t2)
(5b)

where:
rc(t1)

c(t2)
is the translation vector between the camera coordinate systems at times t1 and t2, and

Rc(t1)

c(t2)
is the rotation matrix between the camera coordinate systems at times t1 and t2.

Once the approximate values for the ROPs are derived, the iterative five-point approach [58],
which is based on a modified version of co-planarity constraint, is implemented. In this approach,
given the initial values for the ROPs, i.e., rc(t1)

c(t2)
and Rc(t1)

c(t2)
, and assuming unknown incremental rotation

and translation corrections—δR and δr, respectively—the coplanarity constraint in Equation (1),
is represented by Equation (6). In Equation (6), δR is defined by the incremental angles ∆ω, ∆φ, and ∆κ,
and δr comprises the incremental translation components ∆rx, ∆ry, and ∆rz. Since for the relative
orientation, the translation vector can only be determined up to an arbitrary scale, the correction to one
of the translation components (say, ∆rx assuming that the baseline between the two images is mainly
aligned along the x-axis of the left camera coordinate system) can be set to zero. Moreover, assuming
good approximate values for the rotation angles, the incremental rotation matrix can be represented as
in Equation (7). Substituting Equation (7) into Equation (6), while ignoring second-order incremental
terms, results in a linear equation in five unknown parameters. Consequently, given five or more
conjugate features, a least-squares solution for the unknown corrections can be derived. The derived
corrections can be then used for evaluating better estimates of the ROPs, which are in turn used as
approximations for another iteration to estimate another set of corrections. The iterative procedure
continues until a convergence criterion is met, i.e., no significant change in the ROP estimates is
observed between two successive iterations. It should be noted that having good-quality trajectory and
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system calibration parameters will ensure the validity of the made assumptions (i.e., small corrections
to the GNSS/INS-based ROPs). Applying the iterative five-point algorithm not only results in a
refined estimation of ROPs but can also be used to simultaneously remove potential matching outliers.
The outlier removal process is conducted by generating normalized image coordinates according to
epipolar geometry and imposing constraints on the x-parallax and y-parallax values for the potential
matches. More specifically, the minimum value for x-parallax can be set to zero owing to the fact
that all object points should always lie below the camera stations. Moreover, assuming vertical
imagery, the baseline-to-height ratio can be used to impose another constraint on the x-parallax
values. Furthermore, conjugate points that exceed a predefined y-parallax threshold, denoted as Py,
are detected and removed as outliers. The Py threshold depends on the quality of the GNSS/INS
trajectory and system calibration parameters (i.e., smaller threshold value could be used for higher
quality parameters).

pT
1 ·

((
rc(t1)

c(t2)
+ δr

)
×Rc(t1)

c(t2)
δRp2

)
= 0 (6)

δR =


1 −∆κ ∆φ

∆κ 1 −∆ω
−∆φ ∆ω 1

 (7)

As a result of above-mentioned process, ROPs among all possible stereo-pairs are estimated and
some matching outliers are removed. As mentioned earlier, in the next step of the proposed framework,
two strategies are introduced, i.e., partially GNSS/INS-assisted SfM and fully GNSS/INS-assisted
SfM. In the partially GNSS/INS-assisted approach, an incremental EOP recovery process based on the
strategy proposed in Reference [33] is employed. This stage aims at: (1) defining EOPs in a common
reference frame and (2) removing some of the matching outliers. The former is achieved through
establishing a local coordinate system by selecting a stereo-pair, and then sequentially augmenting the
remaining images into the final image block through rotation averaging and translation averaging
strategies. The matching outlier removal is conducted within the translation averaging process where
conjugate points that exhibit large back-projection errors are detected and removed. More details
regarding the implemented incremental approach can be found in Reference [33].

4.3. GNSS/INS-Assisted Bundle Adjustment

In the last stage of the proposed SfM framework, a GNSS/INS-assisted bundle adjustment is
conducted for parameter refinement. There are two possible scenarios, i.e., partially GNSS/INS-assisted
SfM and fully GNSS/INS-assisted SfM, for conducting the bundle adjustment process, which are
discussed in the following subsections.

4.3.1. Bundle Adjustment when Adopting Partially GNSS/INS-Assisted SfM

The implemented bundle adjustment procedure in this phase consists of three steps: feature
tracking, 3D similarity transformation, and GNSS/INS-assisted bundle adjustment. More specifically,
in the first step, SIFT matches that survived the prior steps of (1) left-to-right and right-to-left
descriptor-based matching, (2) ROP estimation while removing matching outliers by imposing
x-parallax and y-parallax constraints, and (3) translation averaging process while removing points with
large back-projection errors, are tracked among all the involved imagery. The feature tracking process
is based on a sub-graph structure, as shown in Figure 11, where the involved images are modeled as
the nodes, and the estimated relative orientation parameters between the stereo-pairs represent the
edges connecting different nodes. More specifically, given a point p in image i, its corresponding points
are first identified within the sub-graph of image i through an exhaustive search of the derived feature
correspondences in possible stereo-pairs involving image i. Then, the same procedure is sequentially
conducted on every corresponding point that is identified in any of the overlapping images, i.e.,
images j, k, l, m, n, and q in Figure 11. This feature tracking process for point p is repeated until no
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more corresponding points can be identified. In this research, an image feature has to be visible in at
least three images to be considered further. Once all the SIFT features are tracked among all images,
a multi light-ray intersection procedure is applied to derive the 3D coordinates of conjugate points.
The outcome of this phase of data processing is a sparse point cloud, whose density depends on the
feature detector and matching strategies. The coordinates of this point cloud are defined relative
to the reference frame associated with the EOPs of the involved images. Before conducting bundle
adjustment, a 3D similarity transformation must first be adopted to map the local frame-based EOPs to
trajectory-based EOPs. Then, using the estimated transformation parameters, the sparse point cloud
coordinates are transformed from the local reference frame to the trajectory-based mapping frame.
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Finally, a GNSS/INS-assisted bundle adjustment, based on modified collinearity equations,
is conducted for parameters estimation/refinement. Using the classical collinearity model presented in
Equation (8), the integrated GNSS/INS position and orientation information is incorporated into the
bundle adjustment procedure through a set of nonlinear equations, Equations (9a) and (9b). Equation (9a)
represents the three additional equations for incorporating the GNSS/INS-based position information.
The rotation matrix equality in Equation (9b) comprises nine equations, only three of which are
independent due to the inherent six orthogonality constraints among the elements of a rotation matrix.
Therefore, only three independent elements in this equality are used to consider the GNSS/INS-based
attitude information. Thus, for a given camera at time of exposure t, six nonlinear equations are added
to the observation equations to incorporate the GNSS/INS position and orientation information.

Unlike the classical collinearity equations, modified collinearity equations (Equation (10) and
Figure 12) are used to directly incorporate the GNSS/INS position and orientation information in the
bundle adjustment process.
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Using the modified collinearity equations, the available GNSS/INS position and orientation
information can be added to the model through pseudo observations—i.e., direct observations of
the unknowns—as presented in Equations (11a)–(11d). Comparing the additional observations in
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Equations (9) and (11), it can be observed that incorporation of the available GNSS/INS information is
much simpler when using the modified collinearity equations. Moreover, the modified collinearity
equations can be easily extended to multi-camera systems.

rm
I = rm

c(t) + λ(i, c, t)Rm
c(t)r

c
i (8)

where:
rm

I is the ground coordinate vector of object point I;

rc
i =


xi − xp − distxi

yi − yp − distyi

−c

 is the vector connecting the camera perspective center to image point i;

xp and yp are the principal point coordinates of the used camera;
c is principal distance of the used camera;
distxi and distyi are the distortions in the x and y directions for image point i, and
λ(i, c, t) is the scale factor for point i captured by the camera at time t.

rm
b(t) = rm

c(t) + Rm
c(t)r

c
b + erm

b(t)
(9a)

Rm
b(t) = Rm

c(t)R
c
b + eRm

b(t)
(9b)

where:
rc

b is the lever arm from the camera coordinate system to GNSS/INS body frame;
Rc

b is the rotation (boresight) matrix from the GNSS/INS body frame to camera coordinate system;
erm

b(t)
is the associated random error with the GNSS/INS-based position, and

eRm
b(t)

is the associated random error with the GNSS/INS-based rotation matrix, Rm
b(t), derived

through the law of error propagation using the stochastic properties of the GNSS/INS-based pitch, roll,
and heading.

rm
I = rm

b(t) + Rm
b(t)r

b
c + λ(i, c, t)Rm

b(t)R
b
crc

i (10)

rm
b(t)(obs) = rm

b(t) + erm
b(t)

(obs) (11a)

Pitchm
b(t)(obs) = Pitchm

b(t) + ePitchm
b(t)

(obs) (11b)

Rollmb(t)(obs) = Rollmb(t) + eRollm
b(t)

(obs) (11c)

Headingm
b(t)(obs) = Headingm

b(t) + eHeadingm
b(t)

(obs) (11d)

where:
rm

b(t)
(obs) denotes the position observations of the GNSS/INS body frame relative to the mapping

reference frame at time t, as derived from the GNSS/INS integration process;
Pitchm

b(t)
(obs), Rollmb(t)(obs), and Headingm

b(t)
(obs) are the attitude observations of the GNSS/INS

body frame relative to the mapping reference frame at time t, as derived from the GNSS/INS
integration process;

erm
b(t)

(obs), ePitchm
b(t)

(obs), eRollm
b(t)

(obs), and eHeadingm
b(t)

(obs) are the random errors contaminating the

position and orientation observations of GNSS/INS body frame, and
rm

b(t), Pitchm
b(t), Rollmb(t), and Headingm

b(t) are the unknown position and attitude parameters of the
GNSS/INS body frame relative to the mapping reference frame at time t that are solved for using the
modified collinearity equations.

By establishing the modified collinearity equations for all image points as well as pseudo
observations for the GNSS/INS trajectory prior information, a non-linear least-squares adjustment is
conducted to refine 3D coordinates of the object points, GNSS/INS trajectory, and/or system calibration
parameters. It should be noted that in cases where ground targets are available, these points are
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manually identified in the images and added into the bundle adjustment process as check points for
quantitative evaluations of 3D reconstruction results. Figure 13 shows the input and output for the
GNSS/INS-assisted bundle adjustment process.Remote Sens. 2020, 12, x FOR PEER REVIEW 18 of 35 
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4.3.2. Bundle Adjustment when Adopting Fully GNSS/INS-Assisted SfM

Although global and incremental strategies for EOP recovery perform well in the presence of
accurate ROPs, they are computationally expensive, especially when dealing with datasets with a
large number of images. As described in Section 4.2, the goal of the incremental EOP recovery stage
is two-fold: (1) deriving the image EOPs in a local coordinate system and (2) removing matching
outliers, which is conducted within the translation averaging process. With availability of GNSS/INS
trajectory and system calibration parameters, image EOPs can be directly derived in the mapping
frame, thus the first goal of the EOP recovery stage is already achieved. To remove the time-consuming
procedure of EOP recovery while removing some matching outliers, a pre-processing RANSAC-based
strategy is proposed. The proposed strategy is carried out in three steps. First, EOPs are derived using
Equations (4a)–(4d), followed by a feature tracking process, as described in Section 4.3.1, to derive the
corresponding features among all overlapping images. Finally, a RANSAC-based matching outlier
approach is used. In the introduced approach, given a point p, which has been tracked in m images
(where m ≥ 3), two out of the m images are randomly selected and the 3D coordinates of the SIFT
feature in question are derived through a two light-ray intersection procedure. Then, the normal
distances, denoted as nd, between the derived 3D point and the light-rays defined by the remaining
tracked image points (m-2) and their respective image perspective centers are calculated. For a tracked
point to be considered as an inlier for the current RANSAC trial, the distance, nd, should be smaller
than a predefined threshold, denoted as D. After repeating the above procedure for all possible trials,
the sample with the largest consensus set is used together with the compatible tracked points to derive
the final 3D coordinates for the SIFT feature in question. This process is shown in Figure 14. Once the
matching outliers are removed and the approximate coordinates for 3D object points are derived,
we proceed with the GNSS/INS-assisted bundle adjustment for parameter refinement, as described in
Section 4.3.1. In the proposed strategy, the bundle adjustment is only conducted for images with more
than N SIFT-based tie points. The images that have more than N tie points will be denoted hereafter as
BA-input images.
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5. Experimental Results and Discussion

This section evaluates the capability of the proposed SfM frameworks using eight UAV-based
image datasets. In addition, the performance of the introduced SfM strategies is compared with a
traditional SfM framework, which is a modified version of the approach introduced in [33]. For the
modified framework, rather than conducting an indirect georeferencing, a GNSS/INS-assisted bundle
adjustment is employed, as described in Section 4.3.1. C++ programming language was used for
the generation of an in-house implementation of the traditional and proposed frameworks while
using the SiftGPU [45] as the SIFT detector and descriptor algorithm. Table 2 describes the algorithms
implemented in each step of the traditional, partially GNSS/INS-assisted, and fully GNSS/INS-assisted
SfM strategies. In addition, the selected threshold values used in the traditional and proposed SfM
experiments are presented in Table 3 (the same thresholds were used for all the datasets).

Table 2. Implemented algorithms in each step of the traditional and proposed SfM frameworks.

Framework Matching Search Space ROP Estimation EOP Recovery Bundle
Adjustment

Traditional Exhaustive search Two-point +
iterative five-point

Incremental
strategy

GNSS/INS-assisted
BA

Partially
GNSS/INS-assisted

GNSS/INS-assisted,
reduced search space

GNSS/INS-based
ROP estimation +

iterative five-point

Incremental
strategy

GNSS/INS-assisted
BA

Fully
GNSS/INS-assisted

GNSS/INS-assisted,
reduced search space

GNSS/INS-based
ROP estimation +

iterative five-point
N/A 1 GNSS/INS-assisted

BA

1 Not applicable.

Table 3. Selected threshold values for the traditional and proposed SfM experiments.

Threshold Description Threshold Value

K parameter for finding neighboring images as candidate stereo-pairs 20
d1/d2 threshold for SIFT feature matching 0.7

Search window size for GNSS/INS matching 500 × 500 pixels
Threshold for point-to-epipolar line distance for GNSS/INS matching 40.0 pixels

y-parallax threshold (Py) for removing matching outliers in the iterative
five-point approach 20.0 pixels

Minimum number of tracked features for an object point 3
D for RANSAC normal distance (nd) threshold 0.2 m

N threshold for minimum number of SIFT-based tie points in an image
for it to be considered in the BA process 20
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In the remainder of this section, the reconstruction accuracy for ACRE-42 and ACRE-21C datasets
are evaluated through check point analysis. As mentioned in Section 3, there are no checkerboard targets
available for the remaining four experimental test fields (Romney, Windfall, Atlanta-1, and Atlanta-2)
that can be used as check points for accuracy validation. Therefore, the acquired airborne LiDAR data
is considered as a potential reference for accuracy evaluation of SfM-based reconstruction for such
fields. In this regard, the reconstruction accuracy evaluation results from ACRE-42 and ACRE-21C
datasets are used to assess the accuracy of the available LiDAR data by comparing the image-based
and LiDAR-based point clouds. If such evaluation ascertains the accuracy of the LiDAR data, then the
LiDAR-derived point clouds can be used as a reference for validating the image-based point clouds
for the datasets, where no check points are available. Lastly, the performance of the proposed
frameworks is also compared with Pix4D Mapper Pro using the datasets with more challenging
texture conditions, i.e., Romney, Windfall, Atlanta-1, and Atlanta-2 datasets. In order to ensure a
comprehensive analysis, two configurations in the “3D Maps” settings in Pix4D Mapper Pro are used:
(1) “standard configuration”, which does not use any GNSS/INS information, hereafter denoted as
Pix4D-1 and (2) “accurate geolocation and orientation”, which requires all images to be geolocated and
oriented, hereafter denoted as Pix4D-2. When using Pix4D-2, the position and orientation of involved
imagery (EOPs) are derived through Equations (4a)–(4d) and fed into the software.

5.1. SfM Results for Datasets with Check Points

In this subsection, the performance of the proposed framework is evaluated using four criteria:

• Number of BA-input images: This refers to the number of images surviving the preprocessing
steps up to bundle adjustment. This criterion indicates the ability of the used SfM framework to
successfully establish enough conjugate features among the involved imagery. More specifically,
in case of incremental EOP recovery adopted in the traditional and partially GNSS/INS-assisted
SfM approaches, this number indicates all the images for which the EOPs have been successfully
estimated. On the other hand, for the fully GNSS/INS-assisted SfM framework, this criterion
pertains to the number of images with more than N SIFT-based tie points (where N > 20).

• Number of reconstructed object points: This criterion represents the sparsity/density of the
SfM-based point cloud.

• Square root of a-posteriori variance factor resulting from the bundle adjustment process (σ̂0):
This value illustrates the quality of fit between observations and unknowns as represented
by the mathematical model of the modified collinearity equations. Small values for σ̂0 serve
as an indication of small image residuals as a result of the back-projection process using the
estimated unknowns.

• X/Y/ZRMSE: The root-mean-square error (RMSE) values of differences between the bundle
adjustment-derived and surveyed coordinates of the check points reflect the accuracy of the
3D reconstruction.

The above-mentioned evaluation criteria pertaining to the traditional, partially GNSS/INS-assisted
and fully GNSS/INS-assisted SfM techniques as well as the total number of acquired images for the four
ACRE-42 and ACRE-21C datasets are presented in Table 4. As can be seen in this table, the traditional
SfM fails to estimate EOPs for 12 to 45 images, i.e., 5% to 9% of the total images, while both the
proposed frameworks are able to incorporate all the captured images in all experiments. Inspecting
the number of object points in Table 4, it can be observed that the proposed frameworks result in point
clouds with more points when compared to the traditional SfM for all the datasets, with the fully
GNSS/INS-assisted producing the largest set of 3D points. Figure 15 illustrates two sample images
together with reconstructed object points and successfully processed image locations resulting from
the traditional and fully GNSS/INS-assisted approaches for the August dataset over the ACRE-42
test field (since the two proposed frameworks show similar performance, only results from the fully
GNSS/INS-assisted framework are presented in this figure). As depicted in Figure 15a,b, the failure
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of the traditional SfM to recover EOPs for some images, which in turn could induce gaps in the final
3D point clouds and orthophotos, takes place at regions that cover densely planted plots with similar
genotypes (right image in Figure 15b). Figure 15c shows the ability of the fully GNSS/INS-assisted
framework in processing all the involved imagery and generating 3D object points, even in parts of the
test field with challenging texture patterns.

Table 4. Performance comparison of the traditional and proposed SfM frameworks in terms of the
number of BA-input images, number of derived object points, square root of a-posteriori variance
factor, σ̂0 , and root-mean-square error (RMSE) of differences between the BA-based and surveyed
coordinates of the check points for ACRE-42 and ACRE-21C datasets.

Dataset Total # of
Images

SfM
Technique

# of
BA-Input
Images

# of
Object
Points

^
σ0 (pixel) XRMSE (m) YRMSE (m) ZRMSE (m)

ACRE-42
20190810

562
Traditional 517 107,000 1.63 0.03 0.02 0.04
Partially 1 562 214,000 2.31 0.02 0.03 0.03

Fully 2 562 352,000 4.78 0.03 0.05 0.03

ACRE-42
20190905

555
Traditional 525 123,000 1.56 0.04 0.03 0.04

Partially 555 331,000 2.47 0.04 0.03 0.02
Fully 555 464,000 4.47 0.04 0.03 0.03

ACRE-21C
20190823

215
Traditional 202 55,000 1.77 0.02 0.02 0.03

Partially 215 101,000 2.36 0.02 0.02 0.02
Fully 215 175,000 4.97 0.02 0.03 0.03

ACRE-21C
20190904

217
Traditional 198 74,000 2.01 0.03 0.01 0.03

Partially 217 149,000 2.99 0.03 0.02 0.03
Fully 217 210,000 4.87 0.03 0.01 0.05

1 Partially GNSS/INS-assisted SfM. 2 Fully GNSS/INS-assisted SfM.
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Figure 15. Top view of the reconstructed object points (colored by height) and the successfully 
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107,000 points, (b) sample images with different texture patterns, and (c) the fully GNSS/INS-assisted 

SfM with 352,000 points. 

Figure 15. Top view of the reconstructed object points (colored by height) and the successfully processed
image locations (white dots) for August dataset over ACRE-42: (a) the traditional SfM with 107,000
points, (b) sample images with different texture patterns, and (c) the fully GNSS/INS-assisted SfM with
352,000 points.
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In terms of the derived σ̂0 values, it can be noted that these values for all the experiments are
smaller than 5.0 pixels, i.e., 0.04 m in the object space. More specifically, the traditional SfM achieves
the best value for σ̂0 with a range of 1.56 to 2.01 pixels, while the fully GNSS/INS-assisted SfM produces
the largest σ̂0 values with a range of 4.47 to 4.97 pixels. Owing to the fact that the proposed approaches
lead to a greater number of BA-input images and object points, the larger image residuals—which are
key contributor to the σ̂0 value estimation—in these frameworks can be considered trivial. This fact is
also supported by the reconstruction accuracy results reported in Table 4. The check point analysis
indicates that planimetric and vertical RMSE values are smaller than 0.05 m, thus indicating a good
accuracy of the derived 3D object points from all the implemented SfM frameworks. Therefore, it can
be concluded that the three approaches exhibit similar performance for all the datasets (i.e., they exhibit
similar accuracy at the location of check points).

In addition to the above-mentioned analyses, a comparison based on the processing time is
conducted among the three approaches. Table 5 reports the individual processing time for the three
frameworks for each of the following steps, namely:

• Image matching and ROP estimation: This process includes the SIFT detector and descriptor
evaluation, feature matching, and ROP estimation while removing some matching outliers.
One should note that the partially GNSS/INS-assisted and fully GNSS/INS-assisted frameworks
share the same implementations for those steps. Therefore, both frameworks will have the same
time consumption.

• BA preparation: When using the partially GNSS/INS-assisted and traditional frameworks, the BA
preparation pertains to the incremental approach for EOP recovery, feature tracking, and 3D
similarity transformation to bring the derived 3D points from the local frame to the GNSS/INS
trajectory reference frame. Given that the traditional and partially GNSS/INS-assisted frameworks
deal with a different number of images and object points, the time consumption for these
approaches is not expected to be identical. For fully GNSS/INS-assisted SfM, the BA preparation
refers to the feature tracking and RANSAC procedure for removing matching outliers.

• BA: This process refers to the implemented GNSS/INS-assisted bundle adjustment process.

Table 5. SfM processing time for the ACRE-42 and ACRE-21C datasets.

Dataset
SfM

Technique

Processing Time (min)

Image Matching and
ROP Estimation

BA
Preprocessing BA Total

ACRE-42
20190810

Traditional 42.2 16.9 6.1 65.2
Partially 56.1 50.2 11.1 117.4

Fully 56.1 14.5 18.8 89.4

ACRE-42
20190905

Traditional 42.2 24.7 12.4 79.3
Partially 71.6 52.3 21.5 145.4

Fully 71.6 17.0 31.4 120.0

ACRE-21C
20190823

Traditional 14.4 3.1 3.3 20.8
Partially 26.9 13.6 5.3 45.8

Fully 26.9 6.2 11.1 44.2

ACRE-21C
20190904

Traditional 25.0 4.4 4.2 33.6
Partially 28.5 14.7 7.4 50.6

Fully 28.5 7.5 11.1 47.1

As shown in Table 5, the traditional framework is faster than the proposed approaches in executing
the image matching and ROP estimation steps. This performance is mainly due to the fact that
the proposed image matching and ROP estimation strategies result in more conjugate points and
stereo-pairs. For example, while the traditional SfM establishes 794 stereo-pairs with an average of 618
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conjugate features per stereo-pair for the August dataset over the ACRE-21C test field, the proposed
image matching and ROP estimation strategies result in a total of 2178 stereo-pairs with an average
of 1115 conjugate points per stereo-pair for the same dataset. Another possible explanation for
longer matching processing time of the proposed frameworks could be the fact that the introduced
GNSS/INS-assisted matching strategy conducts the forward-backward projections for each extracted
SIFT feature. This can be a time-consuming process when dealing with a large set of features.

As hypothesized earlier, even though the same implementation of BA preparation has been used
for the traditional and partially GNSS/INS-assisted frameworks, the former is observed to execute in a
shorter time as it deals with a smaller set of conjugate points and stereo-pairs. The processing times
reported in Table 5 demonstrate that the fully GNSS/INS-assisted SfM is more efficient than its partially
GNSS/INS-assisted counterpart in terms of the BA preparation step, even though the former is dealing
with a larger number of 3D points. This can be explained by the fact that the fully GNSS/INS-assisted
SfM eliminates the requirement for the significantly time-consuming EOP recovery step by exploiting
the available GNSS/INS trajectory. The last component—bundle adjustment—is found to be more
computationally intensive for the proposed methods, with the longest execution time corresponding to
the fully GNSS/INS-assisted framework. This can be attributed to the increased number of BA-input
images and SIFT-based tie points for the proposed frameworks, thus leading to a larger number of
observation equations in the bundle adjustment procedure. For example, the number of reconstructed
SIFT-based tie points from the traditional, partially GNSS/INS-assisted and fully GNSS/INS-assisted
approaches for the ACRE-42 August dataset was 381,000, 797,000, and 1,348,000, respectively. However,
considering the number of reconstructed points, the BA processing time for these approaches was
0.16, 0.14, and 0.14 min/10,000 tie points, respectively. Such results show similar performance of the
three SfM frameworks in terms of the BA execution time when considering the number of SIFT-based
tie points. Overall, from Tables 4 and 5, one can conclude that without a significant increase in the
processing time, the proposed frameworks can lead to more favorable reconstruction results, namely,
generating accurate 3D point clouds with larger size and incorporating the entire captured images in
the SfM procedure. Having more images and object points is critical for the generation of an orthophoto
with high quality. Also, comparing the two proposed approaches, the fully GNSS/INS-assisted SfM
framework has been shown to be more efficient than the partially GNSS/INS-assisted approach,
especially when dealing with datasets including a large number of images.

As mentioned earlier in this section, this study also aims at investigating whether the available
LiDAR data—acquired simultaneously with the images—could be used as a potential reference for
accuracy evaluation of image-based point clouds. If confirmed, using the LiDAR data as a reference
will be valuable in the absence of previously established check points. Moreover, using the LiDAR
data as a reference is more advantageous as it allows for evaluating the reconstruction quality over
the entire test field instead of only at the check point locations. In this regard, using the accuracy
evaluation results from the datasets with checkerboard targets, ACRE-42 and ACRE-21C, the quality
of the LiDAR data is evaluated through comparison with the image-based point clouds. One should
note that only a height comparison is carried out in this study since it is not possible to establish
point-to-point correspondences between the LiDAR and image point clouds due to the fact that there
is no significant height variation in the experimental fields. The LiDAR point cloud is first used
to generate a digital surface model (DSM) with a resolution chosen according to the LiDAR point
density (4 cm in this analysis). To mitigate the impact of noisy points in the LiDAR data, the DSM is
generated using the 90th percentile height within each grid cell instead of the maximum height. Next,
the Z coordinate of each point in the image-based point cloud is compared with its corresponding
grid height in the LiDAR-based DSM. In order to ensure that the correspondence of the image-based
and LiDAR-based 3D points are being compared, the height comparison is conducted only when the
difference between the two Z coordinates is smaller than a predefined threshold. A Z-difference larger
than the threshold is hypothesized to be either a result of noisy points or points belonging to different
surfaces, such as one corresponding to a crop and another corresponding to the underlying ground.
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In this study, the threshold value is selected as 20 cm while considering the accuracy of the GNSS/INS
trajectory, system calibration parameters, and LiDAR measurements.

Although the above-mentioned strategy removes some of the wrong matches between the
LiDAR-based DSM and image-based point cloud, the Z-difference comparison is still susceptible
to artifacts arising from the fact that LiDAR- and SfM-based points are not representing the same
features. Therefore, one should expect that the evaluated Z-differences might lead to pessimistic
estimates—including casual biases—of the discrepancies, which should be considered while inspecting
the reported statistical values. The mean, standard deviation (STD), and RMSE of differences between
the Z coordinates of the SfM-based point cloud and the LiDAR DSM are presented in Table 6, where an
average of 80% of the former point clouds have been matched with the latter for the four datasets.
The mean values of the Z differences presented in Table 6 show that the SfM-based object points are
compatible with the LiDAR point cloud. Also, the RMSE values with a range of 0.08 to 0.10 m can
be attributed to the error budget of LiDAR data (i.e., ±10 cm, considering 45 m flying height) as well
as image-based reconstruction. The accuracy assessment results in Tables 4 and 6 serve as sufficient
evidence to claim that the acquired LiDAR point cloud is accurate enough to be used as an elevation
reference for further datasets that do not have check points.

Table 6. Mean, standard deviation (STD), and RMSE of the differences between image-based 3D points
and their corresponding LiDAR-based digital surface model (DSM) grids.

Dataset SfM Technique ZMEAN (m) ZSTD (m) ZRMSE (m)

ACRE-42 20190810
Traditional −0.06 0.07 0.09

Partially −0.03 0.09 0.09
Fully −0.02 0.10 0.10

ACRE-42 20190905
Traditional −0.06 0.06 0.08

Partially −0.03 0.08 0.09
Fully −0.03 0.09 0.09

ACRE-21C 20190823
Traditional −0.04 0.07 0.08

Partially −0.02 0.08 0.08
Fully −0.02 0.09 0.09

ACRE-21C 20190904
Traditional −0.04 0.08 0.09

Partially −0.02 0.09 0.09
Fully −0.03 0.10 0.10

In addition to the above height comparison, an alignment check was conducted between a
LiDAR-based DSM and the corresponding orthophoto in order to evaluate the planimetric agreement
between the LiDAR and image-based reconstruction. Just as an example, Figure 16 shows a horizontal
alignment check for the Romney dataset, where the XY-shifts between the LiDAR-based DSM and
orthophoto are manually measured at the four corners of the experimental field (i.e., the shifts in the
XY-directions between the edges of the field in the LiDAR-based DSM and corresponding orthophoto
are used to evaluate the planimetric agreement between these products). Based on the reported values
in Figure 16, the RMSE estimates of the planimetric differences between the two data sources are 0.04 m
and 0.06 m in the X and Y directions, respectively. Similar results hold true for the remaining datasets.
Therefore, one can conclude that there is a good 3D agreement between the RGB-based reconstruction
and LiDAR point cloud.

5.2. SfM Results for Datasets without Check Points

In this section, the experimental results for Romney, Windfall, Atlanta-1, and Atlanta-2 datasets,
where no checkerboard targets are available, are presented. Having verified the accuracy of the acquired
LiDAR data in Section 5.1, the LiDAR-based validation process is carried out for elevation accuracy
evaluation of SfM-based object points. Table 7 presents the comparative results of the traditional,
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partially GNSS/INS-assisted, and fully GNSS/INS-assisted SfM frameworks in terms of the number
of reconstructed object points and square root of a-posteriori variance factor, σ̂0, together with the
mean, STD, and RMSE of Z differences between the coordinates of the image-based point cloud and the
LiDAR DSM. The number of successfully incorporated images in the SfM process (BA-input images)
are discussed in the next subsection where a comparison between the implemented SfM frameworks
and Pix4D Mapper Pro is presented.
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Figure 16. Horizontal alignment assessment between the LiDAR-based DSM (colored by height) and
orthophoto generated from the fully GNSS/INS-assisted SfM for the Romney dataset.

Table 7. Performance comparison of the traditional and proposed SfM frameworks in terms of the
number of derived object points, square root of a-posteriori variance factor, σ̂0, and mean, STD,
and RMSE of the Z differences between the image-based point cloud and LiDAR-based DSM for
Romney, Windfall, Atlanta-1, and Atlanta-2 datasets.

Dataset SfM
Technique

Total # of
Images

# of Object
Points

^
σ0

(pixel)
ZMEAN

(m)
ZSTD
(m)

ZRMSE
(m)

Romney
Traditional

846
53,000 1.81 −0.01 0.07 0.08

Partially 428,000 2.80 −0.01 0.12 0.12
Fully 731,000 4.31 0.01 0.10 0.10

Windfall
Traditional

441
39,000 1.69 0.01 0.11 0.11

Partially 286,000 3.02 0.01 0.09 0.10
Fully 351,000 4.65 0.01 0.10 0.10

Atlanta-1
Traditional

254
33,000 1.60 −0.01 0.07 0.08

Partially 93,000 2.04 −0.05 0.08 0.09
Fully 152,000 4.25 −0.04 0.09 0.09

Atlanta-2
Traditional

355
125,000 1.00 0.02 0.08 0.09

Partially 261,000 1.89 −0.04 0.07 0.08
Fully 300,000 3.07 −0.04 0.08 0.09

As can be seen in Table 7, the fully GNSS/INS-assisted SfM shows superior performance in terms
of the number of reconstructed object points, which is in keeping with the same claim being made
about this strategy for the previous datasets. In terms of the σ̂0 values reported in Table 7, one can note
that similar to the results presented in Section 5.1, all approaches lead to σ̂0 values smaller than 5 pixels,
which is an indication of small back-projection errors (less than 0.04 m) for all datasets. In addition,
based on a Z-difference threshold of 0.20 m, an average of 80% of the points belonging to the SfM-based
point are matched with their corresponding 4 cm LiDAR-based DSM grid. These matches contribute
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towards the height accuracy evaluation statistics reported in Table 7. The small values for the mean Z
difference (–5 to +2 cm) for all the datasets when using either of the three implemented SfM frameworks
indicate a good alignment between the image-based point clouds and LiDAR data. Comparing the
mean Z differences reported in Tables 6 and 7, it can be seen that the small bias observed for the
ACRE-42 and ACRE-21C datasets is not present for the rest of the datasets. This is mainly due to
the fact that in datasets with higher plant density, i.e., Romney, Windfall, Atlanta-1, and Atlanta-2,
most of LiDAR points belong to the top of the plants and this can reduce the derived shift between the
LiDAR point cloud (and consequently the LiDAR-based DSM) and image-based point cloud. Also,
looking into the RMSE of the Z differences, one can note that these values are within the noise level of
the LiDAR data. Therefore, we conclude that the three SfM approaches lead to equally accurate 3D
reconstruction results for those datasets. It should be noted that this evaluation is only valid where an
object space is reconstructed from imagery. In regions with gaps, no claim can be made regarding the
reconstruction quality.

Figures 17–20 present the image-based point clouds reconstructed using the traditional and
proposed SfM approaches as well as the corresponding LiDAR point clouds for the Romney, Windfall,
Atlanta-1, and Atlanta-2 datasets. As can be seen in these figures, while the traditional approach leads
to an adequate number of object points at the perimeter of the field, where distinctive features are
prevalent, it fails to reconstruct enough points within the test field (see Figures 17a, 18a, 19a and 20a).
This limitation is addressed to some degree by the proposed partially GNSS/INS-assisted framework
(see Figures 17b, 18b, 19b and 20b) and to a higher degree by the proposed fully GNSS/INS-assisted
framework (see Figures 17c, 18c, 19c and 20c). A closer inspection reveals that the point density of the
image-based point clouds can differ throughout the test field depending on the planting density, size of
the plot that has a specific genotype, and similarity between genotypes among neighboring plots.
This trend is more prevalent in the reconstructed point cloud for the Atlanta-2 dataset (containing
two different crop types, soybean and maize) using the traditional SfM strategy (see Figure 20a).
More specifically, since the soybean is planted sparsely over the field, the traditional approach is able
to reconstruct a decent number of object points in this part of the test field. However, the part of the
field planted with maize exhibits a repetitive pattern due to the high planting density, thus inducing
ambiguities in the image matching process.
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Figure 17. Image-based and LiDAR point clouds for Romney dataset with an approximate area
of 100,000 m2, (a) traditional SfM with 53,000 points, (b) partially GNSS/INS-assisted SfM with
428,000 points, (c) fully GNSS/INS-assisted SfM with 731,000 points, and (d) LiDAR point cloud with
134,000,000 points.
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Figure 18. Image-based and LiDAR point clouds for Windfall dataset with an approximate area of
70,000 m2, (a) traditional SfM with 39,000 points, (b) partially GNSS/INS-assisted SfM with 286,000 points,
(c) fully GNSS/INS-assisted SfM with 351,000 points, and (d) LiDAR point cloud with 189,000,000 points.
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Figure 19. Image-based and LiDAR point clouds for Atlanta-1 dataset with an approximate area of
26,000 m2, (a) traditional SfM with 33,000 points, (b) partially GNSS/INS-assisted SfM with 93,000 points,
(c) fully GNSS/INS-assisted SfM with 152,000 points, and (d) LiDAR point cloud with 37,000,000 points.
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Figure 20. Image-based and LiDAR point clouds for Atlanta-2 dataset with an approximate area of
35,000 m2, (a) traditional SfM with 125,000 points, (b) partially GNSS/INS-assisted SfM with 261,000
points, (c) fully GNSS/INS-assisted SfM with 300,000 points, and (d) LiDAR point cloud with 52,000,000
points: superimposed blue and red parallelograms show the soybean and maize plots, respectively.

5.3. Comparison with Pix4D Mapper Pro

In this phase of the experimental results, we compare the performance of the proposed frameworks
with the traditional SfM approach, Pix4D-1 (with “standard configuration”), and Pix4D-2 (with “accurate
geolocation and orientation”). The datasets used for conducting these comparative studies include
Romney, Windfall, Atlanta-1, and Atlanta-2 datasets. The quantitative evaluation is conducted based
on the number of BA-input images, while the qualitative analysis is performed by visual assessment of
the generated orthophotos. Table 8 shows the number of BA-input images for the four datasets using
the traditional SfM strategy, two proposed SfM frameworks, Pix4D-1, and Pix4D-2. As reported in
Table 8, the frameworks that are not aided by the GNSS/INS information fail to process a considerable
number of images for all the datasets. This trend is very evident especially for the Romney dataset,
where 126 (15%) and 552 (65%) image EOPs are not recovered using traditional SfM and Pix4D-1,
respectively. On the other hand, GNSS/INS-assisted frameworks, i.e., partially GNSS/INS-assisted,
fully GNSS/INS-assisted, and Pix4D-2, produce better results. Amongst the three GNSS/INS-assisted
frameworks, the two strategies proposed in this research show a superior performance over Pix4D-2.
More specifically, while the proposed frameworks result in all the images surviving the preprocessing
steps up to the bundle adjustment stage, Pix4D-2 fails to achieve the same outcome and it leaves out
4, 5, and 62 images for the Atlanta-1, Atlanta-2, and Romney datasets, respectively. The observed
inferior performance of traditional SfM, Pix4D-1, and Pix4D-2 for the Romney dataset can be explained
by the presence of repetitive texture patterns caused by the high planting density as well as very
similar genotypes being planted along the rows for this test field. As far as the number of derived
object points, Pix4D-1 and Pix4D-2 produced a similar number of points. This indicates that prior
information regarding the image EOPs within Pix4D-2 is not used to identify more matches among
overlapping images. Pix4D-2 reconstructs 173,000, 118,000, 223,000, and 1,000,000 object points for
Romney, Windfall, Atlanta-1, and Atlanta-2 datasets, respectively. The distribution of the Pix4D-2-based
object points for the different test fields is shown in Figure 21. Comparing these numbers with the
quantity of reconstructed points in Table 7, it can be observed that for two datasets, i.e., Atlanta-1
and Atlanta-2, Pix4D-2 outperforms the two proposed frameworks. However, looking into the point
clouds generated by Pix4D-2 in Figure 21, it can be observed that the majority of the reconstructed
points belong to the area at the perimeter of the experimental fields exhibiting rich texture conditions.
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The difference between these approaches can be also seen in Figure 22, where point density maps
with a grid size of 0.5 m are generated for the derived point clouds from the fully GNSS/INS-assisted
SfM and Pix4D-2 for the Romney dataset. In this figure, it is quite clear that the proposed fully
GNSS/INS-assisted SfM produces higher point density throughout the field. In summary, inspecting
Figures 17–22, one can conclude that when compared to Pix4D-2 results, the proposed frameworks
result in more comprehensive and better-distributed point clouds for agricultural test fields.

Table 8. Number of BA-input images for Romney, Windfall, Atlanta-1, and Atlanta-2 datasets using the
traditional SfM, partially GNSS/INS-assisted SfM, fully GNSS/INS-assisted SfM, Pix4D-1, and Pix4D-2.

Dataset Total # of Images
Number of BA-Input Images

Traditional Partially Fully Pix4D-1 Pix4D-2

Romney 846 720 846 846 294 784
Windfall 441 409 441 441 263 441
Atlanta-1 254 196 254 254 173 251
Atlanta-2 355 316 355 355 328 350
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Figure 21. RGB color coded point clouds from Pix4D-2 results for (a) Romney, (b) Atlanta-1, (c) Atlanta-2,
and (d) Windfall.

As mentioned earlier, the qualitative evaluation of the different strategies is done by visually
assessing the orthophotos generated using the results obtained from each of the strategies
under consideration—the traditional SfM, two proposed GNSS/INS-assisted frameworks, Pix4D-1,
and Pix4D-2. One should note that the orthophotos generated using the results from the two proposed
GNSS/INS-assisted frameworks exhibit very similar quality and so, only the orthophotos resulting from
the fully GNSS/INS-assisted SfM are presented in this section. Figures 23–26 illustrate the orthophotos
for the four experimental datasets. It is worth noting that since no color balancing is employed in the
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proposed frameworks, obvious boundaries among the set of mosaicked images can be observed in the
derived orthophotos. Obvious gaps can be observed in Figures 23–26 within all the orthophotos that
are generated using frameworks which do not utilize the GNSS/INS trajectory. As already mentioned
before, these gaps are mainly caused by the failure of the traditional techniques in recovering the EOPs
for a considerable number of images. Looking into orthophotos generated using Pix4D-2, one can note
that although Pix4D-2 was unable to recover the EOPs for all the involved images for the Atlanta-1 and
Atlanta-2 datasets, no gaps can be observed in those orthophotos. This can be explained by the high
percentage of overlap and side-lap between the images. Also, while the fully GNSS/INS-assisted SfM
results in orthophotos without any gaps for all the experimental datasets, the generated orthophotos
for the Romney and Windfall datasets using Pix4D-2 exhibit obvious gaps, especially for the Romney
dataset, where Pix4D-2 was not able to recover the EOPs for 62 images.
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6. Conclusions and Recommendations for Future Work

In this paper, two frameworks, denoted as partially GNSS/INS-assisted SfM and fully
GNSS/INS-assisted SfM, have been introduced for reliable aerial triangulation of UAV-based images
captured over agricultural fields. The key motivation for such development is mitigating the limitations
of existing SfM strategies, namely, poor distribution of derived object points and significant gaps in
generated orthophotos when working with large image blocks over mechanized agricultural fields.
The proposed strategies exploit the GNSS/INS trajectory in the image matching, ROP estimation,
and bundle adjustment steps. At earlier stages of the SfM framework, the proposed approaches
improve the matching reliability by using the GNSS/INS trajectory to limit the search space for
conjugate points in overlapping images. For ROP estimation, a linear, iterative approach is used
within the proposed strategies to refine trajectory-based ROPs while furnishing the ability to remove
some matching outliers. In addition, the fully GNSS/INS-assisted framework eliminates the need for
employing the time-consuming EOP recovery step by using the trajectory-based EOPs and handling
remaining matching outliers through a RANSAC-based strategy. Finally, the two proposed frameworks
augment the SfM strategy with a GNSS/INS-assisted bundle adjustment procedure that has a simpler
implementation of the trajectory information in the adjustment while providing the possibility of
refining the system calibration parameters. The performance of the proposed frameworks has been
evaluated using eight datasets acquired over six agricultural fields. The comparison between the
proposed strategies and a traditional SfM approach has shown the capability of the introduced
frameworks to produce point clouds with better distribution and larger number of points while
incorporating all the captured images in the SfM process without a significant increase in the processing
time. Check point analysis shows centimeter level accuracy (i.e., RMSE value < 5 cm) of the
reconstructed object points. Also, the derived point clouds for all the acquired datasets have shown
a good alignment with LiDAR-based DSM at an overall precision range of ±5–10 cm. In terms of
processing time, the fully GNSS/INS-assisted framework has been shown to be more efficient than
the partially GNSS/INS-assisted one, even though the former have resulted in a larger number of
object points. The performance of the proposed frameworks has also been compared with Pix4D
Mapper Pro using two different settings: (1) “standard configuration” and (2) “accurate geolocation and
orientation”, with the latter considering the GNSS/INS trajectory information after using the system
calibration parameters in a preprocessing step to derive the image EOPs. The results demonstrate the
superior performance of the proposed SfM frameworks in terms of number and distribution of the
reconstructed object points and generating orthophotos without any gaps, when dealing with datasets
with challenging texture conditions. In comparison with some commercial/opensource SfM alternatives
that allow for the incorporation of prior position/orientation information, the introduced strategies
provide the option of directly using GNSS/INS trajectory and refining system calibration parameters.

Since the repeatability and distinctiveness of the extracted local features play an important role
in image-based 3D reconstruction, future work will focus on examining the performance of other
local feature detection algorithms, such as SURF and accelerated KAZE (AKAZE) [74]. In addition,
more robust matching outlier removal algorithms will be investigated. Conducting comparative
analysis between the proposed SfM frameworks and other commercial/opensource triangulation
software packages, such as PhotoScan and DroneDeploy, will be another focus of the future work.
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